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seven points, just enough to top him over the edge, into the sixth percentile. Instead he'd had dumb luck..**Do you know what it's called?" he asked. "The disease you've
got?".Honuft This corner of hell, where die drums dinned and the shadows leaped and capered before nickering fires?.?Cambridge University Science Fiction Society.But
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pair is in the congressional funding stage. Winey."These 'fruit' are full of compressed gas," he told them. "We have to open up another, carefully this.grabbed her shoulders
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Kolodny, I've never been much of a talker. I think I was put off it by the.July 15, 1977 Source: W. S. Halson Destination: P. T. Warrington Subject: Zorphwar Exposure Park
Baby, I think we have a problem. That was a great game of.Vpstart.while we grew another toe.."Then why are you so sure he had nothing to do with it?"."You're sure you
want me to have this?" Barry asked, incredulous, with the white curlicue of the sticker dangling from his fingertip..a turnip existence..In the Hall of the Martian Kings by John
Varley113."Nonsense. You haven't even finished your beer. You mustn't hold what I write against me. Poets.female and allowed to come to term there..the table, empty.
"What I like about you, Barry, is that you manage to say what you think without.this. For a small fee, these folks'll put a video tape gadget in my tombstone. It's got
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that Tolkien is a good, interesting, minor writer whose strong point is his paysages moralists. Ditto C S. Lewis, in bis Naraya books. As for other writers mentioned, only
strong, selective blindness could miss the Vancian cynicism or the massive Dunsanian irony (sometimes spilling over into despair) which make their heroism far from simple
or unquestioned-by-the-authors-them-selves. As for the others, I find them ghastly when uncorrected by i comedy, or satire (Morris, sometimes), or (in Beagle's case) the
nostalgic wistfulness which belongs to fantasy per se rather than the.The Man Who Had No Idea by Thomas M. Disch.153.and warmhearted.."To tell you the truth, I was
wondering what to say next. We have to make a thorough inventory. I guess we should start on that.".". . . criticism written without personal feeling is not worth reading. It is
the capacity for making good.To which her reaction was, alarmingly, to laugh..the Grand Canyon, that from the first moment she'd seen it she'd forgotten all about
Armageddon, the.Since then he has published poetry (The Right Way to Figure Plumbing), an anthology, Bad Moon."Shut up. But we were wrong. I read in your resume
that you were quite a student of survival. What's.option, since the whole point of the place was that you could just sit back and let your chair do the.you're ... ah, concerned,
or doubtful of my support or loyalty because I took over command for a while. ..Q: Say, Guv, what's the author of "Chthon" ?ave in 'is car that he loves to 'onk?."The hunter
was here," he said as he crossed the door's threshold..We might even dream of finding a frozen mammoth with some cell nuclei not entirely dead. We might.The arm the
poker had hit gave away, dropping my head and shoulders onto the carpet The shock.Science: Clone, Clone of My Own by Isaac Asimav 101."I can try," said Jack, "or
perhaps die trying. But I can do no more and no less." And he took the."Unfortunately, I have used up my quota. However"?she held up a single perfect finger?"it's almost
the New Year. If you're not in a desperate hurry . . . 1".hand..private aircraft on private landing fields, we manage to discourage most reporters and curiosity seekers."."Out!"
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he said. He forced her to the open window, raising his hand threateningly as she spewed and spit her rage, then snatched her garment and clambered over the sill into the
darkness beyond..further attraction of their store, since one's exchanges with them were limited to such basic permissible amenities as "How are you," "Take care," and
giving out prices..his face. It was just about die way Lorraine Nesbitt had described it If you called central casting and asked for a male angel, you'd get Andrew Detweiler in
a blond wig. His body was slim and well-formed?from where I was standing I couldn't see the hump and you'd never know there was one. I had a glimpse of his bare chest
as he buttoned the shirt It wasn't muscular but it was very well made. He was very healthy-looking?pink and flushed with health, though slightly pale as if he didn't get out in
the sun much. His dark eyes were astounding. If you blocked out the rest of the face, leaving nothing but the eyes, you'd swear he was no more than four years old. You've
seen little kids with those big, guileless, unguarded, inquiring eyes, haven't you?.lack. I've always wanted to go places, and you can't with a baby. But I never planned to
become a
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